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Oct 3 1'19" Hawaii leads the way in EVs. The state wants to
do the same for charging stations

State officials hope installing more of these charging stations will increase the
number of EVs on the road. The state will start installing the first round of 11

charging stations by the end of the year.

Oct 10 1'22" Hawaii’s minimum wage hike could impact food
stamp benefits for some

Hawaii’s minimum wage went up this week to $12 an hour. The increase will
mean an average of about $300 more per month for workers at that wage.

Oct 10 1'18" Haven’t gotten your state tax rebate yet? A
paper shortage might be to blame

Due to supply chain issues with paper stock, it will be another week until
taxpayers receive their paper refunds, the state Department of Taxation said

Friday.

Oct 11 1'25" Maui residents excited about ‘locals-only hours’
to begin at certain beach parks

Starting as early as spring, visitors will have to pay to park at Ulua Beach and the
Kamaole Beach Parks in South Maui. Residents with a valid Hawaii State Driver’s
License who register with the Maui Resident Program will have free parking there
at all times. In addition, only residents will be allowed to park there from 7:00 a.m.

to 10:00 a.m.
Nov 8 1'17" Voting on Election Day: Where to go and what to

expect

The vast majority of Hawaii voters chose to cast their ballots by mail during the
2022 primary election in August. The latest numbers from the state show that

trend continuing in Tuesday’s general election.

Nov 16 1'12" 911 sees more calls for help as RSV infections
among Hawaii kids soar

As RSV infections among children in Hawaii soar, more parents are calling 911
for help, officials said. Meanwhile, state Health officials say 1 in every 4 RSV

tests in Hawaii is coming back positive for the virus.

Nov 25 1'18" Retail experts urge vigilance when making
online purchases this holiday season

If you prefer to shop online, be extra careful this time of year as retail experts say
a deal that sounds too good to be true, is probably a scam.

Nov 28 1'07" 2 shelters open on Hawaii Island as some
residents opt to voluntarily evacuate

Scores of residents have opted to voluntarily leave their homes following the
eruption of Mauna Loa, but authorities stress no mandatory evacuations are in

place at this time.

Nov 29 1'11" Medical facilities brace for influx of patients as
threat of vog looms

Hawaii Island medical professionals are standing by for a potential influx of
patients coming in with vog-related respiratory issues.



Dec 7 1'06" Amid spike in respiratory illnesses, some Hawaii
shelves run low on cold medicines

Some Hawaii drug stores are running low on cold medicines and children’s
painkillers ― a nationwide trend as demand increases along with respiratory

viruses.

Dec 11 1'01"
Alert level for Mauna Loa volcano downgraded

to ‘watch’ as eruption wanes
The alert level for the Mauna Loa volcano has been downgraded from a warning
to a watch as the eruption wanes — with both lava output and gas emissions on

the decline.

Dec 12 1'03" As fentanyl overdoses rise, DOE works to place
Narcan at all school campuses

As the number of fentanyl overdoses in Hawaii climbs, Honolulu’s director of
Emergency Services is joining a growing list of officials calling for Narcan to be

placed inside every Hawaii school.

Dec 19 1'09"
First Alert Forecast: Strong winds,

thunderstorms & big waves possible as strong
cold front moves thru

Numerous showers and thunderstorms are expected Monday, including a threat
of severe storms that could produce strong winds and hail.




